
A "METRIC" CHARACTERIZATION OF REFLEXIVITY1
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Let {B, |j ||} be a Banach space. The dual norm || ||* is the

"natural" norm on B*:

n I. I (x,f) I
ll/H* = sup ̂p-        (fEB*).

xGB        11*1!

More generally, if |x|   is a norm on B which is equivalent to the

given norm ||x||, say

a\\x\\ :S   | * | = b\\x\\        (x E B),

then

so that

I/I* = sup—|—j—

is finite for each/(EP*. We call \f\ * the dual norm of |x|.

It is clear from the above inequalities that if |/| * is a dual norm

on B*, then |/| * is equivalent to the natural norm ||/||* on B*. Thus,

in general, each dual norm on P* is an equivalent norm on B*. The

converse question is answered by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let [B, \\ |j} be given with dual space {B*, || ||*}.

Then every norm on B* which is equivalent to || ||* is a dual norm if

and only if B is reflexive.

The proof will make use of the following characterization of dual

norms:

Lemma. Let p be a norm on B* which is equivalent to the natural norm

II * on B*. Then p is a dual norm if and only if the set

U= \fEB*:p(f)^ 1}

is weak-star closed in B*.
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Proof. Observe first that if p= | | * is the dual of a norm | | on

B which is equivalent to the given norm || || on B, then the norm | x|

of each x££ can be computed from p as follows (Proposition 5,

Chapter IV, §5 of [l]):

i  , I <*,/>! I <*,/>!
\ x   =   sup   —j—j— =   sup - •

feBm        |/| feB'      Pif)

(This also shows that p is the dual of at most one equivalent norm

on £.)

Having made this observation, we now define | x| in terms of p by

the above formula. Our problem then becomes: Under what condi-

tions on p do we have p{f) = \f\ * for all /££*?

Let U°= {x££: | (x, f)\ ^ 1 for all /£ U) be the polar of U in B.
It follows from the definition of |x| that U°= {x££:|x| ^l}. But

then

U C U" = {x££: | x\ ^ lj° ={/££*: |/|* g l},

so that p{f) = |/| * (/££*) if and only if U= UM. Since U is convex

and 0££, the bipolar U00 of U can be identified as the weak-star

closure of U and the lemma now follows at once.

Corollary. If B is reflexive, then every norm p on B* which is equiv-

alent to II  ||* is a dual norm.

Proof. If p is equivalent to || ||*, then U= {/££*: p{f)^l} is

convex, norm-closed and hence weakly closed. Since B is reflexive,

the weak and weak-star topologies on B* agree, and hence we can

conclude from the Lemma that p is a dual norm on B*.

Remarks. 1. I am indebted to the referee for observing that the

Lemma is not new. It follows directly from [2, Lemma 2 or Theorem

2].
2. Certainly one does not need the bipolar theorem to prove the

sufficiency of Theorem 1. Indeed if | f is an equivalent norm on the

dual X* of a reflexive space X, then | | * is an equivalent norm on

X** = X, and |   | is the norm dual to |   | *.

Proof of the theorem. In view of the preceding corollary we

need only prove the necessity part of the theorem. For this it suffices

to show that if A££**, then A is a weak-star continuous linear

functional on B*, or equivalently, that the null space A of A is weak-

star closed in B*. Clearly we may assume that X has norm 1.

By a result of Banach (Proposition 3, Chapter IV, §5 of [l]) N is

weak-star closed in B* if and only if its intersection V with the unit

ball |[/||*^1 is weak-star closed in B*. Therefore, setting
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Vn={fEB*:\(X,f)\^l/n    and    ||/||* g l}

we have

v= n Vn,
n-l

and it suffices to show that each F„ (re = l, 2, 3, • • • ) is weak-star

closed in B*.

Now F„ is a convex, circled,2 closed, bounded, neighborhood of 0

in B*, and hence the gauge of F„, namely the functional

pn(f) =inf {x>0:/GXFn}

is an equivalent norm on B*. The Lemma then implies that

{/:*(/) = 1}

is weak-star closed in B*. Since this latter set is F„, we are done.

As the referee has pointed out, the proof of Theorem 1 contains

several other characterizations of reflexivity. These are recorded in

the following theorem:

Theorem 2. If X is a Banach space, then the following are equivalent:

(1) X is reflexive.
(2) Each equivalent norm on X* is a dual norm.

(3) Each closed maximal vector subspace of X* is weak-star closed.

(4) The norm closure of any bounded, convex, circled, neighborhood of

0 in X* is also weak-star closed.

(5) Each bounded, convex, closed subset of B* is weak-star compact.

(6) Each weakly closed subset of B* is weak-star closed.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that each of (2)-(6) is suffi-

cient for reflexivity. Thus condition (3) implies that N is weak-star

closed, and each of (2), (4), (5), (6) implies that F„ is weak-star

closed. Conversely, we proved that (2) is necessary, and the neces-

sity of (4), (5) and (6) follows from the identity of weak and weak-

star topologies in a reflexive space. Condition (3) is also necessary

since a closed maximal vector subspace of X* is the null space of a

bounded linear functional on X*.
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2 A set V is circled if a VE V for each scalar a of modulus one.


